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Charlottesville History: School Desegregation During Massive Resistance 

Was Football the Right 
Play in Desegregation? 

 
 

  
 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/roland-and-ronald-woodfolk  

 
 

Supporting Questions 
1. What can we learn about the desegregation of Charlottesville schools from football? 

2. How do oral interviews give insight into local history? 

3. What were the limitations to full desegregation of Charlottesville Schools? 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/roland-and-ronald-woodfolk
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7th-11th Grade Inquiry Based Lesson  

 

Compelling Question? 

Standards and Content  

Staging the Compelling 
Question 

Was football the right play in desegregation?  

 

Supporting Question 1  Supporting Question 2  Supporting Question 3 

What were the challenges to 
desegregation in Charlottesville? How 
are these reflected through athletics? 

 

 How do oral interviews give insight 
into local history?    

 What were the limitations to full 
desegregation of Charlottesville 
schools? 

Formative Performance Task  Formative Performance Task  Formative Performance Task 

Watching videos, responding to 
questions 

 Watching videos, responding to 
questions 

  Study the timeline and website.  

Featured Sources  Featured Sources  Featured Sources 

Source A:  

Article from Encyclopedia Virginia on 
Massive Resistance  

https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entri
es/massive-resistance/ 

 

Source B: Article from Encyclopedia 
Virginia on desegregation  

https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entri
es/desegregation-in-public-schools/ 

 

Source C:  

Linked videos on page  

 Source A: Wikipedia Article on 
Burley High School  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burle
y_High_School_(Charlottesville,_Virg
inia) 
 
Source B: Links on pages 
 
 

 Source A:  links on pages 

 

Summative 
Performance 
Task 

ARGUMENT: Was football the right play in desegregation? Construct an argument (e.g., detailed outline, poster, 
essay) that evaluates the need to study, remember, and/or celebrate this expedition using specific claims and 
relevant evidence from sources while acknowledging competing views. 

EXTENSION. Conduct your own oral interview: Choose a peer or someone who has lived in Charlottesville and 
have them discuss their own high school experience. Compare and contrast this to the oral interviews you 
watched.  

Taking 
Informed 
Action 

UNDERSTAND  

ASSESS: Was football more harmful or helpful in the desegregation of Charlottesville schools?  

ACT  

*Featured sources are suggested, and links are provided.  It may be that these links are broken, and we apologize in advance for the 

inconvenience.

 

https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/massive-resistance/
https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/massive-resistance/
https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/desegregation-in-public-schools/
https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/desegregation-in-public-schools/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burley_High_School_(Charlottesville,_Virginia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burley_High_School_(Charlottesville,_Virginia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burley_High_School_(Charlottesville,_Virginia)
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Overview 

Inquiry Description 

This inquiry leads students through an investigation of local history through primary sources, oral 

histories, and interaction with multiple types of archives.  

This this inquiry highlights the following additional standards:  

● Analysis  

● Observation 

● Contextualization 

It is important to note that this inquiry requires prerequisite knowledge of sensitive discussion surrounding 

racial issues, the importance of the segregated history here in Charlottesville.  

Note: This inquiry is expected to take one or two 50-minute class periods. The inquiry time frame could expand if 

teachers think their students need additional instructional experiences (e.g., supporting questions, formative 

performance tasks, featured sources, writing). Teachers are encouraged to adapt the inquiry to meet the needs and 

interests of their students. This inquiry lends itself to differentiation and modeling of historical thinking skills while 

assisting students in reading the variety of sources. 
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Supporting Question 1  

The first supporting question-What were the challenges to desegregation in Charlottesville? How are these 
reflected through athletics? 

The formative task is watching/ listening to portions of these oral interviews, while analyzing through the 

corresponding questions.  

The following sources were selected to create personal connections to local history by hearing firsthand 

accounts of attending Charlottesville schools amid the Civil Rights Movement.  

Athletics was a powerful tool used in the fight for integration. We can see through the following videos and 

documents the impact football in Charlottesville- more specifically at Lane High School- had on the students. 

Especially during its transition from the all-white Lane High School, to the integrated Charlottesville High 

School that still exists today.  

 

SOURCE A: Encyclopedia Virginia on Massive Resistance 

https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/massive-resistance/ 

 

Use this article to contextualize the importance of desegregation and its impact on communities like 

Charlottesville.  

This context provides insight and background to the interviews conducted by the ACHS.   

 

o What was Massive Resistance?  

 

SOURCE B: Encyclopedia Virginia on Desegregation in Public Schools 

https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/desegregation-in-public-schools/ 

 

Using the following link, students can research and learn this history and help to better contextualize the oral 

histories provided here. Read and analyze the information provided in this encyclopedia entry.  

 

SOURCE(S) C: Primary Sources from No Playbook  

Source 1: Garwin DeBerry’s oral interview audio clip 

● https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/garwin-deberry/why-cant-i-play 

o How was football used to prevent desegregation?  

o What does this tell you about the environment in Charlottesville City Schools at this time?  

https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/massive-resistance/
https://encyclopediavirginia.org/entries/desegregation-in-public-schools/
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/garwin-deberry/why-cant-i-play
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Source 2: Letters from his mother Ms. Hattie DeBerry to superintendent Fendall Ellis requesting the transfer of 

her son from Lane High School to the all-black high school, Burley High School:  

Find the letters at this link:  

 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/sites/default/files/2023-

01/Letters%20between%20Hattie%20DeBerry%20and%20Fendall%20Ellis%201%2C%20UVA%20Special%2

0Collections%2C%20Charlottesville%20City%20School%20Board.JPG 

 

 
Source 3: Newspaper clipping from The Daily Progress 
Find the clipping at: https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/tommy-theodose 

(viewing on the website is easier than the attached image) 

 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/sites/default/files/2023-01/Letters%20between%20Hattie%20DeBerry%20and%20Fendall%20Ellis%201%2C%20UVA%20Special%20Collections%2C%20Charlottesville%20City%20School%20Board.JPG
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/sites/default/files/2023-01/Letters%20between%20Hattie%20DeBerry%20and%20Fendall%20Ellis%201%2C%20UVA%20Special%20Collections%2C%20Charlottesville%20City%20School%20Board.JPG
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/sites/default/files/2023-01/Letters%20between%20Hattie%20DeBerry%20and%20Fendall%20Ellis%201%2C%20UVA%20Special%20Collections%2C%20Charlottesville%20City%20School%20Board.JPG
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/tommy-theodose
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o How do you view instances of tradition in this case? Helpful or harmful in preserving a 

community’s legacy?  

o Is the changing of sports team names (including those of present day) important/ relevant in 

the fight for equality?  
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Supporting Question 2  

The second supporting question is: How do these oral interviews give insight into local history? How do these 

firsthand accounts shape our understanding of local history?  

The formative task is to listen to these and interpret these audio clips.  

The scaffolds and other materials may be used to support students as they work with sources. 

The following sources were selected to enhance the students’ understanding of local history by getting to 

work with firsthand accounts.  

 

SOURCE A: Wikipedia Article on Burley High School  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burley_High_School_(Charlottesville,_Virginia) 

Use this article to learn about the history of Burley High School and provide context to the interviews and oral 

histories that can be observed below.  

 

SOURCE B: Oral Histories 

Source 1: Tommy Theodose’s oral interview: 

● https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/tommy-theodose/bottom-line-was-you-wanted-win-football-

games-and-far-integration-and-so-were 

o How do you believe this impacted Tommy’s iconic legacy in Charlottesville?  

 

Source 2: Ronald and Roland Woodfolk’s Oral interview 

● https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/roland-and-ronald-woodfolk 

minutes: 36:32- 39:12  

o How do they credit athletics as a means to overcome racial tensions at the time? 

o Do you believe football positively benefited the community at the time? Why or why not?  

 
Source 3: James Bryant’s Oral Interview  
 

 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/james-bryant/she-was-field-cheerleading-and-they-were-just-calling-

her-n-word 

 

o Do these stories surprise you in the greater context of the Civil Rights Movement?  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burley_High_School_(Charlottesville,_Virginia)
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/tommy-theodose/bottom-line-was-you-wanted-win-football-games-and-far-integration-and-so-were
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/tommy-theodose/bottom-line-was-you-wanted-win-football-games-and-far-integration-and-so-were
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/roland-and-ronald-woodfolk
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/james-bryant/she-was-field-cheerleading-and-they-were-just-calling-her-n-word
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/james-bryant/she-was-field-cheerleading-and-they-were-just-calling-her-n-word
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Supporting Question 3  

The final supporting question is: What were the limitations to full desegregation of Charlottesville schools? 
The formative task is to look at the No Playbook website (linked below), and have students be able to look at 

the resources themselves.  

The following sources were selected to allow students to directly engage with the website themselves. 

 

Source 1: the “No Playbook” Website 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/ 

Have students explore the website and interact with the oral histories, and other available resources. 

 

Source 2: Timeline from the “No Playbook” Website 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/timeline 

 

Have students explore/interact the timeline  

- This timeline was compiled by the ACHS researchers/ historians when conducting this project  

o What does this timeline add to the understanding of the desegregation movement? 

o How or why does this differ from the more widely used historical concept of “integration?” 

What could be factors of this? 

o What are some of the limitations to the full desegregation of Charlottesville public schools that 

can be observed from this timeline? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/
https://noplaybook.albemarlehistory.org/timeline
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=19282af952&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1772323367381515188&th=18988eb663e63bb4&view=att&disp=safe
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=19282af952&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1772323367381515188&th=18988eb663e63bb4&view=att&disp=safe
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Summative Performance Task 

At this point in the inquiry, students have examined numerous oral interviews, and primary sources. 

Students should be expected to demonstrate the breadth of their understanding and their abilities to use 

evidence from multiple sources to support their claims.  

 

In this task, students will study the questions asked during the oral interviews to understand the context that 

shaped the interviews conducted by the ACHS and create an argument that answers:  

Was football (and other extracurricular school activities) more harmful or helpful in the desegregation of 

Charlottesville schools?  

 

The purpose of this task is for students to grasp the importance of primary sources, and connection to 

firsthand experiences, especially when trying to write a history that is careful not to exclude any valuable 

voices.  

 

In understanding the framework that shaped these interviews, they provide additional context in the 

argument of whether football (and athletics in general) was more harmful or helpful in the fight for 

desegregation.  

 

To extend their arguments, have students compare and contrast the experience of the actual interviews with 

the template developed by the ACHS (provided below), note why certain aspects may have been excluded and 

the importance of adapting oral interviews to fit with those being interviewed. Students could practice 

conducting their own oral interviews with peers if permitted.  

 

Using the following link, learn how to conduct your own oral interviews: 

 https://siarchives.si.edu/history/how-do-oral-history 

 

 

https://siarchives.si.edu/history/how-do-oral-history
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